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Cherenkov radiation in coupled long Josephson junctions
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Evidence for Cherenkov radiation of a Josephson vortex is observed in the system of two magnetically
coupled long Josephson junctions. This radiation leads to resonances which appear above the lowest charac-

teristic velocity c̄ 2 of the linear electromagnetic waves. Resonances result from interaction of a Cherenkov
wave with a moving Josephson vortex and, in annular junctions, occur when the vortex makes one turn around
the junction. Experimental data are in good agreement with the proposed model and simulations which provide
a clear physical picture of the observed effect.@S0163-1829~97!01046-1#
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Cherenkov radiation exists if a particle moves with t
velocity equal to the phase velocity of the emitted wav
Electromagnetic waves in a long Josephson junction~LJJ!
are described by the sine-Gordon equation which has, in
ticular, soliton~Josephson vortex! and linear wave~Joseph-
son plasma! solutions. A soliton behaves as a quasiparti
with its own characteristic mass and velocity. The high

possible velocity of the soliton,c̄ 0, coincides with the lowes
phase velocity, the Swihart velocity, of linear electroma
netic waves. Therefore Cherenkov radiation does not ap
in conventional LJJ’s.

Recently, there has been a growing interest in mutu
coupled LJJ systems1–6 described by coupled sine-Gordo
equations. Such structures are typically stacks of Josep
junctions that either can be prepared artificially using w
established Nb-Al-AlOx-Nb technology2,5 or appear natu-
rally in layered high-Tc superconductors that exhibit intrins
Josephson effect.4 Since the dispersion relation for linea
waves as well as the maximum velocity of a vortex are
fluenced by mutual coupling of the junctions,5,6 one may ask
if Cherenkov radiation can appear in coupled LJJ system

In the simplest system of two stacked LJJ’s the minim
phase velocity of linear waves depends on the propaga
mode and is equal toc̄ 65 c̄ 0 /A16S, where1 holds for
the in-phase mode and2 for the out-of-phase mode; S
(21,S,0) is a dimensionless coupling constant.5 When
discussing different soliton configurations we use the no
tion @NuM # throughout this paper, which meansN solitons
located in one LJJ andM solitons in the other LJJ (N,M,0
describe antisolitons!. The maximum velocity of the~anti-!
symmetric soliton states in the coupled LJJ system is eq
to c̄ 1 for the in-phase@1u1# and c̄ 2 for the out-of-phase
@1u21# soliton mode. For such symmetric and antisymm
ric modes the system of two coupled sine-Gordon equat
splits into two independent sine-Gordon equations. T
again, results in a coincidence of the maximum velocity
the soliton with the lowest phase velocity of the linear wav
and, thus, the absence of Cherenkov radiation.

The asymmetric@1u0# soliton mode received little atten
tion until now and even the question about the maxim
velocity of a soliton in this mode remains open. In this pap
we report the experimental and numerical study of sin
soliton dynamics in the@1u0# state.
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In order to investigate the influence of coupling on t
soliton dynamics, we have chosen the most ideal ring-sh
~annular! junction geometry.7,8 Due to magnetic-flux quanti-
zation in a superconducting ring, the number of vortices i
tially trapped in an annular junction is conserved. The soli
dynamics can be studied here under periodic boundary c
ditions which exclude a complicated interference of the s
ton with the junction edges.

Experiments have been performed with~Nb-Al-AlO x) 2-
Nb annular LJJ. The mean diameter of all LJJ’s w
D5132m m and the widthW510m m. A typical normal-
ized circumference of the ring waspD/lJ5L/lJ'7, where
lJ is the Josephson penetration depth. Vortex trapping
realized by applying a small bias current to the juncti
while cooling the sample below the critical temperatu
Tc

Nb59.2 K. Measurements were performed at 4.2 K.
Before presenting the experimental results obtained

two coupled LJJ’s, in Fig. 1~a! we show the single-soliton
current-voltage characteristic~IVC! of a single annular LJJ
of the same dimensions. The bias currentI creates a Lorentz
force which drives the soliton; the measured dc voltageV is
proportional to the soliton velocity. With increasingI , the
velocity of the Josephson vortex increases, and ra
quickly reaches the relativistic region which accounts for
step with the asymptotic voltageV1'52m V in Fig. 1~a!.
This voltage yields the Swihart velocityc̄ 0'V1pD/
F0'0.035c, whereF0 is the magnetic-flux quantum, andc
is velocity of light in vacuum.

In stacked annular LJJ’s, trapping of a single vortex w
more difficult due to the asymmetry of the required sta
@1u0#. Therefore, after every trapping attempt, the result
state was carefully checked by several means. First, the
of the system was traced. A large critical currentI c implies
the @0u0# configuration. IfI c is close to zero, the voltage o
a soliton step on IVC has to be proportional to the to
number of vortices trapped in the system minus the num
of pinned vortices. Second, the dependences of the cri
current I c and the maximum current at the single junctio
gap voltageI g on magnetic fieldH applied in the plane of
the sample were measured. The soliton configuration
deduced from the shape ofI c(H) and I g(H).9 As shown in
Fig. 1~c!, in the @1u0# stateI c(H) has a minimum atH50
and I g(H) has a maximum. The LJJ in the stacks und
130 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. ~a! Current-voltage characteristics~IVC! of a single soliton trapped in a single-layer annular junction.~b! IVC of the double-layer
annular junction in the@1u0# soliton configuration. The Cherenkov resonances are marked CS2,3. The insets show schematically samp
geometries for both cases.~c! @1u0# configuration: Dependence of the critical currentsI c andI g on magnetic fieldH applied in the plane of
the double-layer junction.
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investigation had a ratio of critical current densitiesj c
A/ j c

B of
about 0.5~we call junctionA the junction with lowerj c),
therefore it was easy to distinguish which junction conta
soliton.

The soliton step for the@1u0# configuration is shown in
Fig. 1~b!. The soliton is trapped in the junctionA. As com-
pared with Fig. 1~a!, we find two additional steps denote
CS2 and CS3 ~the sense of this notation will be clear later! at
voltages VCS2

'33.3m V, and VCS3
'30.3m V. Similar

IVC’s were observed in several other stacked annular LJ

To find the experimental values for the velocitiesc̄ 1 and

c̄ 2 in the stack, we measured the Fiske step~FS! voltage
spacing for both in-phase and out-of-phase modes2 by apply-
ing a magnetic field in the plane of the sample. Using fie
up to 35 Oe we observed two families of FS’s at voltag
above the single-junction gap voltage. In this case, one ju
tion is biased at the gap voltage state and the excess vo
is generated by cavity resonances in the other junction.
obtainedDV2'30m V and DV1'56m V for the FS spac-
ing in the out-of-phase and in-phase mode, respectiv
From this data the coupling parameter is estimated as
s

s.

s
s
c-
ge
e

y.

S52
DV1

2 2DV2
2

DV1
2 1DV2

2
'20.55

and the limiting velocitiesc̄ 1'0.038c, c̄ 2'0.020c and
c̄ 0'0.025c are calculated. This value ofc̄ 0 is lower than
the one obtained for single uncoupled LJJ due to the sma
thickness of the middle Nb electrode, and it corresponds
the asymptotic voltageV1'37.4m V. The steps CS2,3 ap-
pear at vortex velocities betweenc̄ 2 and c̄ 0.

Cherenkov radiation can appear if the soliton velocityu is
equal to the phase velocity of emitted linear electromagn
waves~out-of-phase mode!:

u5
v~k!

k
5 c̄ 0A 1

12S
1S 1

lJk
D 2

, ~1!

where v is the angular frequency of waves andk is their
wave number. In the annular LJJ of lengthL, periodic
boundary conditions give the following eigenvalues fork:
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km5
2p

L
m, wherem51,2, . . . ,̀ . ~2!

Thus, Cherenkov radiation, if it exists, should lead to re
nances at vortex velocities Eq.~1! with k given by Eq.~2!:

um5
v~km!

km
5A c̄ 2

2 1S L

2plJm
D 2

. ~3!

To check this idea, the system of two coupled perturb
sine-Gordon equations

1

12S2
f x̃ x̃

A
2f t̃ t̃

A
2sinfA2

S

12S2
f x̃ x̃

B
5af t̃

A
2g,

1

12S2
f x̃ x̃

B
2f t̃ t̃

B
2

1

J
sinfB2

S

12S2
f x̃ x̃

A
5af t̃

B
2g,

that describe the dynamics of the superconducting phase
ferencesfA,B( x̃ , t̃ ) for both LJJ’s was solved numericall
using periodic boundary conditions. The normalized units
spacex̃ and time t̃ as well as the simulation technique a
described in detail elsewhere.10 The simulated IVC of the
stack for the@1u0# state is shown in Fig. 2. The choice o
parametersL/lJ57 andS520.5 was close to our experi
mental values, while the damping constanta50.1 was taken
10 times larger than in the experiment in order to decre
the transient calculation time. The parameterJ5 j c

A/ j c
B50.5

is the ratio of the critical current densities. For comparis
the IVCs for S50, andS520.5 in the @1u21# state are
shown in Fig. 2 by dotted and thin lines, respectively.

First, from simulations we find that for some values of t
normalized bias densityg5 j / j c

A , the soliton velocityu is

larger thanc̄ 2 , i.e., c̄ 2 is not the maximum velocity of the
soliton in the@1u0# configuration forJ,1. Second, there ar

FIG. 2. Calculated dependence of velocityu on bias current
densityg ~normalized IVC! for one soliton in a two-junction ring
for L/lJ57, a50.1, J50.5, S520.5. The inset shows in deta
the top part of the IVC. The IVC for different configurations a
shown for comparison: dotted line — single annular juncti
(S50), thin line — stack in@1u21# state.
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two steps to the right fromc̄ 2 which look very similar to the
branches CS2,3 observed in the experiment. We calculat
the phase gradient profilesf x̃

A,B( x̃ ) for various points of the
IVC. If one increasesg from 0 to 1, the soliton dynamics
develops in the following way. In the region 0,u, c̄ 2 the
soliton motion is qualitatively well described by the pertu
bation approach (uSu!1) ~Ref. 11! and we find the Lorentz
contracted soliton in LJJA and its image in LJJB. Their pro-
files are shown in Fig. 3~a! and correspond to pointA on the
IVC ~see inset in Fig. 2!. As soon asu exceedsc̄ 2 , an
oscillating wake arises behind the moving soliton and
image as shown in Fig. 3~b! which corresponds to pointB on
the IVC. This wake can be interpreted as Cherenkov rad
tion. With increasing soliton velocity, the wavelength of th
radiation increases in agreement with Eq.~1!, and the ampli-
tude and length of the wake grow quickly. The amplitude
the wake decays exponentially in time and space as ca
seen from Fig. 3~c! corresponding to pointC on the IVC~see
inset in Fig. 2!. In any point of the IVC the area under th
soliton profile is *f x̃

A
d x̃52p and for the image

*f x̃
B

d x̃50.
Since the soliton moves in the annular LJJ of finite leng

L, at some velocityu the Cherenkov radiation wake extend
over ;L so that soliton and its image ‘‘see’’ their own ra
diation wakes after turning around the junction. This limit
illustrated in Fig. 3~d! and corresponds to pointD on the
IVC ~see the inset of Fig. 2!. The interaction of the soliton
with its Cherenkov radiation wake results in the appeara
of resonances on the IVC of the system atu. c̄ 2 . We call
these resonances ‘‘Cherenkov steps’’~CS!. On resonance the

FIG. 3. Profiles off x̃
A,B(x) in both JJ’s.~a!, ~b!, ~c!, ~d! corre-

spond, respectively, to IVC pointsA, B, C, D shown in the inset of
Fig. 2.
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oscillations offA,B in the JJ’s induced by the moving solito
take place in phase~show constructive interference! with
Cherenkov-generated Josephson plasma wavesfA,B @Fig.
3~d!#. Thus, the experimentally observed steps CS2,3 on the
IVC in Fig. 1 can be ascribed to the interference between
moving soliton and its Cherenkov radiation.

The resonant velocities calculated using Eq.~3! are shown
in Fig. 2 by thin vertical lines withm indicated by numbers.
One can see that the simple formula~3! fairly well describes
the positions of the resonances obtained in simulations
m.2. For example, Fig. 3~c! with the m54 cavity mode
corresponds to the resonant step located at the voltage c
to u5u4. The deviation of the resonance CS2 from ~3! can
be explained by strong nonlinearity of high amplitude wav
behind the soliton for smallm @see Fig. 3~d!# which is not
taken into account by our model for small-amplitude line
waves. The density of the resonances increases withm up to
infinity when u→ c̄ 210. Since the resonances have a fin
width due to damping, it is possible to resolve only the CS
with not very largem in JJ’s of moderate lengthL/lJ . Our
numerical study showed that fora50.1 individual reso-
nances appear up toL/lJ;30.

Using the experimentally obtained velocityc̄ 2 and cou-
pling constantS, we can calculate the Cherenkov resonan
numbersm that correspond to CS2,3 in Fig. 1~b!. Using Eq.
~3! with experimentally estimated normalized leng
L/lJ57, the best correspondence can be obtained form52
and 3 ~now, the sense of notations CS2,3 is clear!. The cal-
culated CS’s voltages are VCS2

536.6m V, and

VCS3
533.2m V. These voltages are in rather good agre

ment with experiment. However, the agreement is not
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pected to be perfect due to the very low dampinga;0.01 in
our LJJ’s. Therefore, the Cherenkov radiation consists
high amplitude plasma waves so that some discrepancy w
the small amplitude model~3! is expected. When choosing
the values ofm we tried to satisfy two criteria. First, accord
ing to our simulations, the steps calculated using Eq.~3!
should have somewhat higher voltages than in the real s
tem. Second, as pointed out above, the linear wave appr
mation works better for higherm, so that, VCSm

theor2VCSm

exp

should decrease withm. Both conditions are satisfied with
the above choice ofm.

In this paper we considered stacks with equal Swih

velocities of junctionsc̄ 0
A5 c̄ 0

B . If c̄ 0
AÞ c̄ 0

B , Cherenkov ra-

diation also takes place foru. c̄ 2 . In the case of weak

coupling uSu!1 the limiting velocity is c̄ 2'min(c̄0
A, c̄0

B),
and, thus, we obtain the condition for Cherenkov radiati
from the earlier theoretical work:11 At uSu!1 the Cherenkov

emission takes place atu. c̄ 0
B for a soliton moving in LJJA

if c̄ 0
A. c̄ 0

B .
Despite earlier theoretical predictions,11,12 to our knowl-

edge, Cherenkov radiation was not observed in any Jose
son system before this work. From the physical picture of
effect presented in this paper, we also conclude that Che
kov radiation from fast moving Josephson vortic
should also take place in intrinsic stacks of LJJ’s, i.
in naturally layered high-Tc superconductors such a
Ba2Sr2CaCu2O82x .
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